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Water usage for the last 30 days was 396k gallons, 205K on Plat-B and 164k on Plat-C.
These numbers are an increase over recent years. Due to a radio system malfunction 
about 60K gallons was over pumped from the Plat-B well, also a service line leak at
B-313 caused a 10K loss. If you deduct the overages water usage is within normal 
parameters.

As stated, there was a water leak at B-313, customer side problem, detected by telemetry 
system. The water meter was shut off by POA staff to stop water loss. 

The Plat-B main well radio system has failed, this caused the well turn on late at night
and run for many hours before being detected. The water passed thru the reservoir #1 
over flow and ran down the side of Dutch Canyon road, crossing the road and causing a 
lot of ICE and slick conditions. POA staff shut the well down in the early morning hours
when the issue was reported by a local person on their way to work.

I have contacted Glenn's Electric, they will replace the radio system as soon as they
can get up here to do it. Cost estimate is $2500. 

The Plat-C solar power upgrade has been completed and seems to be working, OK.
I do not have the cost total but it was about $2500.

December coliform test will be sent out next week, we are current on all other mandated 
testing at this time. 

I sent board members a letter from Idaho Rural Water Association, concerning PFAS
chemicals. I would recommend that the POA Board vote to sing up with the class action
law suit that they mentioned in that e-mail. If PFAS were to be detected in our system,
the POA would be able to hold the companies that produce it, liable for mitigation of the 
problem. At least in theory.

No other major leaks or issues to report at this time. 




